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It features a front engine, rear-wheel drive design and seating for up to four passengers. Both
first-generation models were produced until The second-generation model, the SC , went into
production in The SC features a hardtop convertible design and a V8 engine. The
first-generation SC was largely styled in California at Calty , and the second-generation SC was
mainly conceived at design studios in Europe. In Japan, the related third-generation Toyota
Soarer , with which the first-generation SC originally shared body design and multiple
components, featured a separate line-up of vehicle configurations and different powertrains. A
coupe would complement the successful Lexus flagship model, the V8-powered, rear-wheel
drive LS sedan. The American Calty design team took a different approach to designing the car,
[8] using plaster molding shapes to design the body, [6] and working three-dimensionally
instead of the traditional 2-D sketch approach. The SC 's 4. It also made Car and Driver
magazine's Ten Best list from through The SC was equipped with a 3. The first-generation SC
lasted in production until 7 July , over nine years, quite long compared to the other cars of the
s. New tail lighting and a modified spoiler design was part of the mid-cycle vehicle refresh. A
front grille was added in , along with a redesigned front bumper, side skirts and rocker panels.
The output of the SC was 5 horsepower more than the equivalent engine used in the Toyota
Supra. These engines were coupled with a 4-speed automatic transmission on both the SC and
SC models. A 5-speed manual transmission was only offered on the SC from its debut until By
the end of the decade, North American SC sales began dwindling due to the lack of significant
design updates since the car's introduction and marketplace changes that led to loss of interest
in coupes. With the replacement of the five-speed unit those models also got a new differential
with a final drive of 3. Sales of the automatic transmission SC and SC models formed the vast
majority of models purchased. In contrast with the previous generation model, the redesigned
Lexus SC was intended as a convertible from its inception. Lexus designers from Europe and
Japan worked together to create a streamlined design. A design theme was chosen in
developed by Sotiris Kovos, who in return was named chief designer. Design patents were filed
in Japan, at the Japan Patent Office on 14 June under patent number The SC chassis featured a
double-wishbone setup for both the front and rear wheels. The SC featured a retractable
aluminium hardtop , all-leather interior with brushed-aluminum accents, navigation screen with
folding wood panel, and inch aluminium wheels. For additional trunk space, as an option the SC
could be equipped with run-flat tires. At its launch, the SC was marketed as the "jewel of
Lexus", and as the marque's first convertible, was intended as a more ostentatious addition to
the Lexus lineup. The special edition SC was produced in partnership with the Pebble Beach
Company , and featured a unique exterior and interior color combination which changed with
each model year. This edition was offered for model years through production of the Pebble
Beach edition was limited to varying units each year see table below for counts. Each Lexus SC
Pebble Beach edition coupe exhibited: unique colors changed each year , special badging
featuring the " Lone Cypress " logo on the front fenders, center console, and floor mats. For the
model, a rear spoiler and spider alloy wheels was also included. In and , J. They criticized its
handling, ride and style, with May calling the ride "absolutely diabolical", and stated that a big
manufacturer should have known better. In for the model year, the SC was updated, with
changes that included redesigned alloy wheels and the introduction of Bluetooth capability. In ,
a final special edition model for Japan, the SC Eternal Jewel edition, was produced, limited to
units. Production of the second-generation SC ended in July after nine years of production, but
Lexus was still using them in the Super GT until the season ended. The vehicle's exterior and
interior styling was created by the Calty Design Research center in Newport Beach , California,
which previously developed the exterior styling of the first-generation Lexus SC coupe. The
LF-LC was produced as a design study for a driver-focused vehicle at the direction of the Lexus
Center in Japan, and work began on the concept in May Extensively modified from the factory
car, the engine used is a modified version of the SC 's 3UZ-FE V8 that was also used in the
Toyota Supra racing car from previous years. In , two years after production had ended the
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at: No added fees or charges, same as cah do not miss this insane deal folks. Only from tampas
premier wholesale dealer and the only dealer that has a 60 day layaway plan. Automax
wholesale group, llc automax wholesale group is located in the heart of town acircn country,
just a mile west of the veteranacircs expressway at w. Hillsborough ave. Tampa fl Many dealers
claim to sell at wholesale prices, but as you can see from our insane low prices, automax
wholesale is the real deal after all, wholesale is our middle name we sell to dealers and
exporters mainly, but we are also open to the public everyone pays the same price automax
wholesale group also buys cars, trucks, suvs, rvs, rigs, and just about any vehicle that has a
motor in it we will give you a fair offer on the spot and you will leave with a check in your hand
in no time at all the bulk of our inventory consists of these makes acura, audi, bmw, cadillac,
chrysler, dodge, honda, hyundai, infiniti, jaguar, jeep, kia, lexus Get notified when we have new
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safe. Once I requested information about the Chrysler Crossfire Deshay Ramos, salesperson,
has been top notch. Since I'm in NJ and they are in AZ, he sent live videos of the car and
followed up with my questions and concerns I had. Additionally, he hasn't been pushy with
getting me to buy the vehicle. Fair price for a nice clean truck. Even delivered it to me the next
day 20 mile away because the banks had closed. Also offered to help me with reselling stolen
truck if it showed up again. Made the whole used car salesperson experience stress free.
Initially they were attentive, but after the test drive and the truck overheating due to old hoses,
that they fixed. I offered them a price but never replied or called to negotiate. They totally ignore
us. Dealer staff was friendly and accommodating. Car was lusted well in the condition it was
described! Car was clean babe ready fir inspection! Would highly recommend the dealership to
my friends. The buying experience with Blueprint Auto in Riverside, California was professional,
satisfying and simple. Love my Altima Coupe! Only had to ask those gentlemen and they
delivered! This was the car for me! Meister Import Motors worked with me getting everything I
needed for my car! Their sales and service department are both top notch! Shout out to Omar
and Abigail! The guy I spoke with was very helpful. Seem to be more genuine then a bigger
dealership environment. I like this place. Mostly very high end vehicles stored inside. It is a no

nonsense dealer. All prices are firm,no haggling. I like this because there is no pressure put on
the buyer at all. Come in, check out a car, they give you an OTD price. Simple as that. I ended up
not buying, but would definitely go back. The dealer was very honest and forthright. Too, he
was very helpful, knowledgeable and professional. The vehicle was as described--in excellent
condition. I am planning on recommending J. Martin Auto to family and friends. I look forward to
doing business with this dealership in the future. The whole process was very pleasant. The
responded pretty quick to all my questions and sent me a link to better pictures. We just wanted
to deal with dealership in the end. They replied very quickly but the vehicle was priced right so
it sold before I could visit the dealership. This dealer responded to me several times. However I
was unable to make the trip to see the vehicle in person. Very friendly group. Answered all our
questions. Very clean vehicle. Just decided against the black color. Customers service was
good but something my sale guy didnt reply back like he said he would. Fred was awesome
took care of all my needs. Explained the car thoroughly. Would definitely recommend his
dealership. The employees were extremely professional, nice to talk with and work with. I highly
recommend them! You've shown me some very nice cars at prices I can almost afford without
having to make payments. Thank you. Called for a carfax report on car listed as having an
accident, they would not send it to me told me to drive the Canal Fulton and then they would
show it to me which is 40 miles away. Finally drove to the dealership a week later when in the
area, looked at the vehicle it was wrecked, the rear bumper had scrapes dents, the windshield
was cracked, and the car was filthy. They have been advertising the car for 2 weeks so they had
plenty of time to at least clean it or replace windshield. This was my first experience buying a
car online and it could not have been better. Purchased and delivered in less than one week. Z
at iCars was great to deal with. Top notch organization, I would recommend them. Responded
within minutes. And was very helpful. And assured me that I would be treated professionally.
The Lexus SC coupe reappeared in with a total redesign and a larger engine. The SC and had
vanished after the model year, in preparation for long-awaited and much needed revisions. The
new SC was also a convertible, which was a first for Lexus. This was an automatic retracting
hard top which folded into the truck. The new was rear wheel drive, but it now featured a more
powerful engine. The new horsepower 4. The coupe sped from 0 to 60 in 6. While it was listed as
a option, run-flat tires seemed to appear on most of the SC s. They led to frequent driver
complaints regarding road noise and ride quality. The new drop top was a favorite feature
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